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Abstract
In Mixed Reality (MR) environments, virtual objects can be represented as if they were situated in the viewer’s physical environment. While the potentials of MR have been recognized and extensively researched for single user scenarios (e.g., in perceptual studies), MR for collaborative scenarios has not been widely investigated. In this paper we propose MR environments as ecologies for collaborative, cross-device interaction. We provide a scenario that illustrates its potentials and discuss possible research directions. We then present intermediate results of our research.
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Introduction
Mixed Reality (MR) describes the combination of the representation of a physical environment (e.g., a room) and virtual objects (e.g., a virtual plant in a corner of that room) on a single display [6]. Because the virtual objects have a distinct position in the real-world coordinate system, they are perceived as if they were situated in the real world. This allows the user to interact with the real world and the digital world at the same time [1]. When virtual objects are experienced as part of the physical environment, MR environments can leverage our natural abilities that refer to the interaction and navigation in the real world. This includes the perception of spatial relationships of the objects in our environment, but also the social skills we’ve developed in the physical world (e.g., social protocols). In addition, in MR our physical environment can be considered as an information space in which we can lay out, navigate, and share digital data. This is particularly relevant for collaborative scenarios, as it allows for seamless, computer-supported, collaborative work [2].
To render virtual content correctly, MR devices need to be able to determine their location and orientation within their physical environment. There are several approaches to achieve this spatial awareness. (For an overview see [1]). Precise tracking within larger 3D volumes, however, typically required additional hardware, such as infrared cameras (Figures 1 and 2). Due to technological advances, displays for large-scale MR environments no longer require additional hardware and are now becoming affordable to the public. One of the recent devices is the Project Tango tablet (Figure 3). Spatial awareness is achieved by the principle of area learning: "Using area learning, a Project Tango device can remember the visual features of the area it is moving through and recognize when it sees those features again. These features can be saved in an Area Description File (ADF) to use again later." When an ADF is loaded, the device can localize, i.e., it becomes spatially aware. We consider this a core feature to enable MR-based, cross-device interaction: When collaborators within the same physical environment share the same ADF, their devices become spatially aware in terms of both their physical environment and of the other devices. The physical environment can then be used as a shared information space.

**Chances and Challenges**

To illustrate the potentials of MR environments as ecologies for collaborative cross device interaction in everyday situations, consider the following scenario:

Bob (an architect) and Alice (a civil engineer) are involved in an architectural project that aims at constructing a new central station. They meet at Alice’s office to discuss Bob’s latest drafts of the barrier-free main entrance. As Bob enters Alice’s office, his tablet notifies him that an ADF is available for the current environment. After the ADF has loaded, he looks on his tablet and sees a virtual construction site laid out in Alice’s office. Alice is standing in front of the window where the main entrance is supposed to be placed on the site. Bob opens the local folder on his tablet where he stores his drafts. He walks towards Alice and positions his 3D draft, which is now a part of the MR environment and thus visible to Alice. After a short discussion, Alice picks Bob’s newly added model to make some modifications on it later on her computer. Bob in turn asks Alice for some project related text documents. Alice browses her local file system on the tablet and tells Bob that she was going to position them over her little houseplant (she points at the houseplant on her desk). Bob instantly sees the documents on his tablet.

---

1 https://www.google.com/atap/project-tango/
display, which appear as a virtual stack of papers, and stores them on his file system.

In the following we share our first ideas that may help to make such scenarios possible and propose associated research directions.

**Technological Challenges**

First, in order to enable participation in cross device activities, devices need to be able to communicate with each other. Thus, cross-platform technologies (e.g., HTML 5) should be used. Secondly, besides the spatial capabilities of devices described in this paper (e.g., through ADFs), there are other features and sensors that enable other forms of cross-device interaction. Therefore, profiles or a classification of device capabilities are needed. These profiles should summarize the features that are relevant for cross-device interaction. Following the example scenario, imagine a third person – Carol – is joining the meeting. Unlike Alice’s and Bob’s devices, Carol’s device cannot handle area description files but has some other sensors (e.g., a proximity sensor) that can be used to establish cross device interaction in a different way. If such profiles are provided, a server could suggest to Carol an alternative way to establish a connection to the other devices. A third aspect refers to the type of task. Certain cross-device interaction techniques may be more appropriate for specific tasks than others. Once a server has registered the profiles of the present devices and the anticipated task, it could make suggestions considering the way interaction between the devices should be established.

**Research Directions**

On a conceptual level, spatial relations between the entities in an MR environment (persons and other physical and virtual objects) can be taken into account to facilitate interaction and collaboration. In particular for MR-based, cross-device interaction, proxemics dimension [4] and F-formations [5] could be used to trigger situation-dependent actions, e.g., render specific content at specific positions depending on the spatial and personal constellation of present collaborators. Furthermore, for tasks that require negotiation, visual cues play an important role [3] and help coordinating users’ actions. Users who interact within the same MR environment can thereby make use of the same spatial cues. This raises the question what features and representation need to be available in MR environment in order to leverage “seamless, computer supported collaborative work” [2].

**Ongoing Research**

In our ongoing research, we are interested in the representation of MR environments, in particular in how virtual cues (Figure 4) shape communication and coordination in search and reconstruction tasks. We conducted a controlled lab experiment with 16 dyads. The experiment was designed as a counterbalanced, within-subjects design with the presence of virtual cues (cues provided vs. no cues provided) being the independent variable. For MR devices we provided each participant a Project Tango tablet which allowed a shared view on the MR environment.
Search task: Dyads had to collaboratively solve a three-dimensional memory game. 10 symbol pairs from the Wingdings font were randomly distributed in a 3D volume with a dimension of 4m x 4m x 2m. Each symbol was represented as a texture on a box. In their initial state, boxes were white (Figure 3) and could be "uncovered" by touching them so that the symbol became visible. Collaborators had to find matches by uncovering two boxes per move. In order to induce the communication of spatial information, each collaborator had to uncover one box during each turn. Once a match was found, the boxes were removed. If the two uncovered boxes were not matches, they had to be covered again in order to continue with the next move.

Reconstruction Task: In the reconstruction task, collaborators had to reconstruct the virtual scene by placing the symbol boxes at the correct position (Figure 3). The task was performed in the same condition (virtual cues provided or virtual cues not provided) as in the prior search task.

Intermediate results and implications: Our intermediate results show that all groups made extensive use of virtual cues to communicate object locations and to coordinate their actions. In the concluding interview, participants reported to have fully accepted the virtual objects as part of the environment. In addition, all groups gave the condition with the virtual cues a better rating. We therefore propose to provide virtual cues to support collaboration in MR environments.

Conclusion
In this paper we proposed MR environments as one possible approach to establish collaborative, cross-device interaction. We presented recent technological advances and discussed potentials and challenges for ad hoc, MR environments in everyday situations. Finally, we reported intermediate results from our ongoing research in which we suggest the use of virtual cues in MR environments to facilitate collaboration.
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